VPN SOLUTION
Etion’s SOLIDnet™ products form
part of the SOLIDguard range
of security appliances aimed at
addressing the need of government
and enterprises to communicate
securely over public networks such
as the Internet. Securing data from
unauthorised access is key to the
safe operation of governments
and
enterprises
of
the
21st
century. Classified information is
safeguarded through tamper proof
hardware-based encryption and
secure hashing algorithms.
SOLIDnet™
Gateway
devices
installed at different branch offices
connect to each other using a
public network to create a Virtual
Private Network (VPN). An SN9201
device configured as a Registration
Authority (RA) provides a dynamic
and secure registration service for
Gateways, which are required to
operate on the VPN. The RA issues
the network administrators with
USB tokens, which are used for
authentication during enrolment
and configuration of the Gateways
on the VPN.
The Registration
Authority controls which Gateways
and Administrators have access to
the VPN.
The
SOLIDnet™
devices
are
configured with the required
Critical Security Parameters (CSP)
during roll-out of the VPN in the
Trust Centre, which includes the
Key Manager and the Certification
Authority.

SOLIDnet™ VPN Solution
Connections between Gateway subsystems are typically configured
according to a mesh or star design.
For the mesh design, all Gateway subsystems are configured with the
network configuration of all other Gateways in the VPN to which it
connects.
For the star design, all the Gateways are configured with the network
configuration of only one central or “hub” Gateway to which they may
connect. The star design represents the typical situation where the
“hub” Gateway is located at the headquarters of an organisation. In both
designs, Gateways on the VPN dynamically learn about new Gateways
and Administrators on the VPN from the Registration Authority.
Each Gateway subsystem connects to a private network – depicted
as red LANs. With the VPN system in place, hosts on these networks
securely communicate with each other. These “VPN hosts” cannot
communicate with hosts on the Public Network.

VPN SOLUTION
For network systems where quick
deployment and high mobility is
required, the SN9008 Mobile device
can be deployed. The SN9008
provides up to 10 Mbps full duplex
throughput and is targeted for
deployment in a satellite network.
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